
Goodyear Passenger Car Tyres 
 

 

ASSURANCE TRIPLEMAX 2 

The Assurance TripleMax 2 delivers exceptional wet 

braking performance, improves handling and 

maximises comfort. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

 

HydroTred Technology 

Improves braking performance on wet roads 

Asymmetric tread pattern and cavity design 

Improves handling and steering precision 

 
Tread pattern designed with narrower shoulder 
grooves, increased amount of pitches and noise 
reducing edges. 
 

Provides drivers with a more comfortable and quieter ride 

 

 

 

OPTILIFE 2 

OptiLife 2 is designed to provide extended 

mileage, improved handling performance 

and better grip. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

TredLife Technology 

Wider tread profile with a carbon base 

delivers longer lasting tread 

Wider face cavity 

Ensures a cooler running temperature 

therefore loweing fuel consumption 

Enhanced pattern design 

Features high level biting edges with large 

shoulder blocks which enhance grip, 

traction & braking 

 



 

EXCELLENCE 

If you want premium tyre technology, 

choose the Goodyear Excellence. This 

premium tyre is for a luxurious ride. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

3 Zone Technology 

Combines security, control and comfort 

through 3 separate zones on the tread 

Silica Tread Compound 

Superior braking, cornering and handling in 

wet and dry conditions 

Asymmetric Tread Design 

Helps provide enhanced traction, superb 

cornering and a quiet ride. 

 

 

EFFICIENTGRIP PERFORMANCE 

The EfficientGrip Performance is 

Goodyear's quietest ever tyre and is 

designed for an exceptionally quiet and 

comfortable ride. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

QuietTred Technology 

Captures less air and produces lower 

noise generation for a very quiet ride 

Optimised Cavity & Carcass Design 

Results in reduced vibration for a more 

comfortable ride 

High Grip Tread Compound 

A high-loaded silica blend provides 

outstanding grip in the wet 

Cool Cushion Layer & Aerodynamic 

Shoulder 

Lower temperatures & less drag, improving fuel efficiency 

 

 

 



 

EFFICIENTGRIP 

Maximum Grip, Maximum Control, Minimal Noise. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Closed Shoulder Design 

Provides a smooth transition as the tread touches 

the road for a quieter ride 

Vibration Reducing Underlay 

Provides a smoother and more comfortable ride 

Maximum Blading 

Maximises grip on various road conditions and 

while cornering 

High Loaded Silica Blend 

Measurable reduction in fuel consumption 

 

 

ASSURANCE DURAPLUS 2 

The Assurance DuraPlus 2 gives you the 

freedom to go further with TredLife 

Technology 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

TredLife Technology 

The Assurance DuraPlus 2 gives you the 

freedom to go further with TredLife 

Technology 

TredLife Technology 

Wider tread profile with a carbon base 

delivers longer lasting tread 

Optimised construction 

Delivers your tyres with added protection 

against road hazards 

New Tread Pattern Design 

minimizes interior noise throughout tyre life 

 

 

 



 

EAGLE GT3 

A stylish everyday tyre, the GT3 combines low 

noise comfort with the revolutionary Bubble 

Blade Technology for improved traction. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Bubble Blade Technology 

Significantly increases traction & braking 

without compromising handling 

Circumferential Grooves 

Resists aquaplaning in wet conditions 

Low Noise Generation Pattern 

Helps to provide good stability and copes with 

arduous conditions 

 

 

DURAGRIP 

Delivers excellent handling and performance in a 

variety of conditions. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Asymmetric Tread Pattern 

Delivers great control in wet and dry conditions while 

reducing noise 

Elongated blocks 

Prevent aquaplaning and improve wet handling 

3D-BIS Technology 

For additional noise reduction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DURAPLUS 

Exclusive to Goodyear Autocare, Goodyear 

Duraplus is designed to deliver a durable and long 

lasting tread with Goodyear Tredlife Technology. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Long Wearing Tread Compound 

Better wear on hard abrasive surfaces 

Asymmetric Tread Design 

Helps provide aggressive traction & superb 

handling 

High Rubber-to-Void Ratio With Wide Tread Width 

Even tread wear with extended kilometres 

 

 

 

EAGLE NCT5 (ECO) 

A luxury touring tyre designed as original equipment 

on a range of premium vehicles. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Eco Technology 

Provides exceptional rolling resistance," 

Silica Tread Compound 

Superior braking, cornering and handling in wet and 

dry conditions", 

Spiral Overlay Construction 

Handling precision & even wear for maximised 

mileage, 

4 Circumferential Grooves 

Resistance to aquaplaning for better control in the wet, 

Solid Centre Ribs 

Improved high speed stability & control providing added comfort when on a highway, 

Computer Generated Tread Sequence 

Improved comfort through minimised noise levels, A luxury touring tyre designed as original 

equipment on a range of premium vehicles, "The Eagle NCT5 Eco is a luxury touring tyre 

endorsed by major car manufacturers as original equipment. The Eco technology featuring Silica 



based tread compound reduces the amount of energy required to make the tyre roll. This reduces 

the rolling resistance of the tyre, which can contribute to enhanced fuel economy. 

Silica Tread Compound 

Superior braking, cornering and handling in wet and dry conditions 

Spiral Overlay Construction 

Handling precision & even wear for maximised mileage 

4 Circumferential Grooves 

Resistance to aquaplaning for better control in the wet 

Solid Centre Ribs 

Improved high speed stability & control providing added comfort when on a highway 

Computer Generated Tread Sequence 

Improved comfort through minimised noise levels. 

 

 

 

ASSURANCE ARMORGRIP 

Perfect for everyday family cars and is 

suited to perform under the pressures of 

family life and city driving. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

ArmorGrip Technology 

Utilises a layer of Dupont & trade Kevlar® 

for outstanding durability 

Silica compound 

Improved braking, cornering and handling 

in all conditions 

Durawall Technology 

Extra sidewall strength to help resist impact 

damage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

EAGLE NCT5 (ASYMMETRIC) 

A luxury touring tyre designed as original 

equipment on a range of premium vehicles. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Silica tread compound 

Superior braking, cornering and handling in 

wet and dry conditions 

Spiral overlay construction 

Handling precision and even wear for 

maximised mileage 

Handling precision and even wear for 

maximised mileage 

Resistance to aquaplaning for better control 

in the wet. 

 

 

 

 


